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This domain is registered for one of our customers.

If this is your domain name, please visit this page to see how to register it as DNS zone into your account.

Note: If you already have registered the DNS zone for your domain name, please wait for DNS propagation. Your web site will be displayed soon. It may take few minutes.

*Do you know what ccTLD is?



Suggested page: ccTLD – Building Trust and Credibility with Country-Specific Domains

ccTLD, or country code Top-Level Domain, refers to a domain extension that signifies a specific country or territory on the Internet. These extensions are based on the ISO 3166-1 alpha-2 country codes, which are globally accepted codes for identifying countries and regions.

Businesses often utilize ccTLDs to establish a local online presence or cater to specific regional markets. This approach fosters trust, credibility, and relevance with the target audience.

What makes ccTLDs intriguing are the unique stories behind them:

	.uk (United Kingdom): Originally rooted in the Latin phrase "unitas katholica," meaning "universal church," it eventually evolved to represent the United Kingdom.
	.tv (Tuvalu): Tuvalu, a tiny Pacific island nation, partnered with DotTV to market its ccTLD for use in television. Today, .tv is a popular choice for multimedia websites.
	.io (British Indian Ocean Territory): It has gained popularity among tech startups and online communities due to its resemblance to "Input/Output," a term in computing.


If you are interested in learning more about this topic, we recommend you to read everything you need to know about ccTLD!
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